
 
 
 
 

Siemens and Shooter Detection Systems Partner to Boost Building and Occupant 
Safety During Active Shooter Incidents 

 
 

• Guardian Indoor gunshot detection system integrates with multiple Siemens solutions 

• Integrated system triggers alarms, mapping system, and incident video when shots are fired 
in a building 

 
 

Siemens, an innovation leader in safe and secure buildings, and Shooter Detection Systems 
(SDS), an Alarm.com company and the security industry’s leading gunshot detection provider, 
have integrated technologies to improve public safety in the event of an active shooter situation. 
The integration between the Guardian Indoor Active Shooter Detection System and Siveillance 
Video system (with possible inclusion of Desigo CC building management system or Cerberus 
danger management system) software will enable organizations to automatically alert building 
security by triggering alarms, associate live video feeds with real-time tracking of identified shots 
on building floor plans, and take other automated actions when gunfire is detected within a 
building. 
 
The Guardian Indoor Active Shooter Detection System is a network of smart sensors that utilize 
advanced acoustic detection software combined with infrared detectors to immediately and 
accurately detect gunshots happening inside a building, while filtering out false alerts. The 
sensor instantly transmits shot location information including the building address and the 
location within the building where shots were fired. 
 
Siveillance Video is Siemens’ video management system that provides efficient visual tracking 
and verification of events. Its modular structure, scalability, and open architecture enable an 
adaptable approach to an organization’s growing security needs, whether the organization has 
one building or multiple buildings at different locations. Desigo CC building management system 
and Cerberus danger management system are multi-discipline facility management platforms 
that provide operators with a holistic view of building automation, fire, access, and video 
systems information. By integrating these systems, shooter detection inputs can trigger 
automatic responses such as restricted access control and mass notification alerts.  
 
“In the event of a security incident, like an active shooter, it’s imperative to know as much 
information as you can as fast as you can and be able to share those details automatically with 
first responders,” said Rich Reidy, Security Segment Head at Siemens Smart Infrastructure 
USA. “Digitalization is the key to creating safer indoor and on-campus environments. The 
integration of Siemens’ smart security portfolio and SDS’s gunshot detection solution is a prime 
example of this.”   
 
The combination of these technologies further automates the emergency communications 
process, expanding the reach of shot notification to more people at once, while automating the 
video verification process. These automated actions serve to remove the obstacles of human 
reaction time that are commonly associated with delayed notification of gunfire events, 

https://shooterdetectionsystems.com/indoor-detection/
https://new.siemens.com/us/en/products/buildingtechnologies/security/siveillance-video.html
https://new.siemens.com/us/en/products/buildingtechnologies/automation/desigo-cc.html
https://new.siemens.com/us/en/products/buildingtechnologies/fire/fire-products-and-systems/danger-management/cerberus-dms.html


ultimately providing security personnel with a means to reduce response time and mitigate risk 
during active shooter incidents. Additionally, they help create a safer environment for building 
occupants. 
 
“Siemens has been a valued reseller of the Guardian product since 2018,” said Rich Onofrio, 
Managing Director of SDS. “By partnering on software integration, we have now amplified the 
value we bring to mutual customers that are looking for tangible solutions to active shooter 
notification and response. This integration creates one powerful interface that brings two 
industry-leading security systems together, working seamlessly to help customers manage 
gunshot events.” 
 
Siveillance, Desigo, and Cerberus are trademarks of Siemens and / or its affiliates in some countries.  

 
 
About Siemens Smart Infrastructure 
Siemens Smart Infrastructure (SI) is shaping the market for intelligent, adaptive infrastructure for 
today and the future. It addresses the pressing challenges of urbanization and climate change 
by connecting energy systems, buildings and industries. SI provides customers with a 
comprehensive end-to-end portfolio from a single source – with products, systems, solutions 
and services from the point of power generation all the way to consumption. With an 
increasingly digitalized ecosystem, it helps customers thrive and communities progress while 
contributing toward protecting the planet. SI creates environments that care. With around 
70,000 employees worldwide, Siemens Smart Infrastructure has its global headquarters in Zug, 
Switzerland, and its U.S. corporate headquarters in Peachtree Corners, Ga., USA. Follow us on 
Twitter @SiemensInfraUSA. 
 
 
About Shooter Detection Systems 
With over seven years of experience in the development and delivery of gunshot detection 
systems to commercial customers, Shooter Detection Systems (SDS), an Alarm.com (Nasdaq: 
ALRM) company, is a leading provider of patented gunshot detection solutions for schools, 
government buildings, transportation hubs, entertainment facilities and businesses of various 
sizes. The company’s Guardian gunshot detection system is SAFETY Act Certified by the U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, included in the Catalogue of Security Equipment of the 
Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI), and SL4 Certified by the Australian 
Government’s Security Construction & Equipment Committee (SCEC). For more information, 
visit ShooterDetectionSystems.com, call 1-844-SHOT911, and follow us on Twitter 
@shooterdetect. 
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